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Dear Prophetic Leadership Community,

We are very excited to invite you to participate in a new training series this spring! The new Prophetic Leadership Practicum is an interactive learning series presented by the School of Prophetic Leadership and designed and led by Rev. Kathleen Verna, PureSpring Institute Founder and a leader in Prophetic Ministry Development in New England. The Practicum is one more initiative by PureSpring Institute to grow a prophetic movement from New England to the Nations!

The Prophetic Leadership Practicum will consist of Five Seminar Intensives. Each 12-hour seminar will be an interactive blend of workshops and practice clinics and projects, held on Friday evening from 6 PM to 10 PM and on Saturday from 8 AM to 4 PM with a total of 60 training hours. The Seminars will be held once monthly from February to June, culminating with our Annual June Graduation and Kingdom Gathering on Saturday, June 26, 2010.

The Prophetic Leadership Practicum prepares prophetic practitioners to engage in local, regional, and global ministry. The Practicum aims to deepen insights into the process of prophetic ministry, build advanced skills and process awareness, and share a variety of useful concepts in relational and group dynamics. Most of the day will be devoted to exercises.

As an introductory offer, you may register for individual Seminars as well as the entire series. We are also making the Practicum Series available to the general church community. To keep the Practicum as an intensive learning experience, we unfortunately have to limit participation to 30. Although, consideration will be given to PureSpring Institute alumni, if there is high demand, first preference will be given to those who register for the full series in advance.

If you are interested in participating, email communications@purespringinstitute.org by Tuesday, February 12, 2010 to let us know or register online at www.purespringinstitute.org. And please do not hesitate to let us know if you have any questions or thoughts. Looking forward to seeing you in February!

In The Spirit of Prophecy,
Kathleen Skeete-Verna
Apostolic co-founder
PureSpring Institute
PROGRAM OVERVIEW

The Prophetic Leadership Practicum (SPL2000) is an experiential learning presented by the School of Prophetic Leadership. It provides an interactive space to learn prophetic ministry by doing prophetic ministry. The primary goal of the Leadership Practicum is to engage participants in a guided, practical learning process to enhance the understanding of how prophetic roles are carried out in five key areas of ministry. The complete practicum series is a 60-Hour intensive training delivered in five monthly, 12-hour seminars. The Practicum involves workshops, coaching, and clinics designed to give practical experience, ministry exercises, peer feedback, personal reflection, and supervised mentoring. Each learning intensive will be further enhanced by guest presenters who are experienced in that particular ministry area. Through the Prophetic Leadership Practicum, participants are exposed to opportunities for leadership and involvement in prophetic ministry settings. The end result will lead to an increased sense of competence, strengthening calling, and confidence to move further in prophetic gifting. The Prophetic Leadership Practicum provides the basis for PureSpring Ministries’ Prophetic Team ministry involvement.

The Practicum consists of four outcomes:

1. A supervised mentoring experience with senior level prophetic leadership in a group learning context.
2. Support and coaching for initiating church-based prophetic ministry within your own local church environment.
3. Eligibility for PureSpring’s Prophetic Ministry Team and involvement in PureSpring’s Crusade ministries
4. Completion of total practicum series (5 courses) qualify for the Prophetic Leadership Certification Program*
PRACTICUM COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
The courses listed below may be taken individually or as a complete set to be applied toward the leadership certification program.

PROPHETIC WORSHIP

For worship leaders & musicians, and arts ministers who want to become Spirit-bearers and instruments of prophecy in worship. You will learn to flow creatively with a Spirit of revelation as you are soaked in His presence. We are looking for gifted worship leaders, musicians, singers and songwriters who desire to see the fire of God fall on the worship within His church, no matter what the cost! You will also learn a foundational understanding of music theory and its practical application in a worship setting. You will learn song writing for worshippers, and you'll get first hand training in a worship band setting.

Completing this practicum will help you achieve a life of worship and equip you with a greater grasp of prophetic content in the Bible. This course inspires worship leaders to delve into scripture to enrich their prophetic vocabulary and voice. You will thoroughly understand the theology of worship as developed in biblical and Church history, the role that worship plays in relation to kingdom music, evangelism, the presence of God, renewal, prophecy, prayer, spiritual warfare and the church service. The training will give you the knowledge and experience to lead worship effectively in light of the changing paradigm of worship that is occurring.

The practicum focuses heavily on process also. We will look at the worship service, and the act of leading worship. We will seek to increase our understanding and appreciation for the different Christian expressions of worship. We will explore the important relationships of pastor and worship leader and those within the worship team. We will look at how to prepare properly for a worship service, including what is involved in an effective worship rehearsal. We will examine the unique challenges of leading worship in a small group. This seminar gives participants practical experience in the various aspects of prophetic worship, such as songwriting and worship leading. Special emphasis will be placed on training students to design, plan, and lead prophetic-style worship services.

Participants may be offered the opportunity to be a part of PureSpring’s Prophetic Worship Team. The Prophetic Worship Ensemble ministers during PureSpring’s meetings and Encounter services. This group may also travel locally and regionally performing in prophetic crusades.
PROPHETIC INTERCESSION

Our goal is to train up intercessors who have an understanding and experience of various models of prayer, the place and role of intercession, and a sensitivity to the Holy Spirit as He leads in the intercessory process.

This practicum course introduces you to the Life of Intercession. Subjects include: the task of intercession, rules of engagement, pleading your case, identification in intercession and prophetic intercession. You will understand how the prophetic spirit works through intercession. Subjects include: entering into the intercession of Christ, ministry of mercy and compassion, the ministry of reconciliation and peacemaking, divine council of God, prophetic prayers, hearing God's voice, travail, and the intercessory sounds of deliverance.

Clinics and projects may include prayerwalking strategies, community mapping, intercessory worship techniques, developing a prayer journal, spiritual warfare methods, intercessory team ministry, and altar ministry.

Whether you have been an intercessor for years or are just beginning to explore this exciting topic, you will be instructed and inspired by this course. You will be exposed to many different methodologies for organizing and engaging in intercessory prayer, as well as exploring the many facets of the Hebrew word paga and how each nuance teaches us something about intercession.

Participants may be eligible to be a part of PureSpring’s Prophetic Intercessory Team. The Prophetic Intercessors minister s during PureSpring’s meetings and Encounter services. This group, together with the Prophetic Healing team, serves in Altar Ministry during prophetic services. The Intercessors may also travel locally and regionally in prophetic crusades or may gather together regular to provide intercessory covering for the ministry.

PROPHETIC HEALING & DELIVERANCE

Learn how to receive and minister God's healing power that transforms body, soul and spirit. This course lays a solid Word foundation that will release faith for effectively receiving or ministering healing and deliverance. Be activated in discerning of spirits to see the release of the miraculous. Through the ministry of Jesus, the apostles and prophets is used as a pattern for healing today.

Since the ministry of Jesus was and is a ministry of salvation for the whole man. With salvation, we speak not only of forgiveness of sins but also healing, deliverance, cleansing and everything else that pertains to life and godliness. Learn how to be a minister of salvation, setting captives free on the basis of this truth. Exercise the three dimensions of Christly anointing that rests upon us for healing and deliverance. This practicum will provide keys to flowing in that anointing of God, ministering both effectively and with ministerial ethics.

The seminar will cover specific prayers that break bondages within your heart caused by spiritual forces. These prayers include breaking generational patterns; severing ungodly soul ties; removing negative beliefs and inner vows; healing traumatic scenes; and casting out demonic energy that has connected itself to these inner wounds of the heart and soul. The entire healing process is sealed by doing an intensive meditation on biblical passages that bear on the issues being healed so God can grant you illumined insights from His Word.

Participants may be eligible to be a part of PureSpring’s Prophetic Healing Team serving in healing prayer rooms and working together with the intercessors during crusade altar ministry.
PROPHETIC EVANGELISM

Combining the power of the prophetic with the reaching arm of evangelism this seminar trains students for witness and outreach by hearing a specific word or receiving divine revelation, visions and dreams to address someone’s need for salvation.

The purpose of the Prophetic Evangelism practicum is to equip our students by blending the strategic tools of intercession, spiritual warfare, cross-cultural evangelism with prophetic giftings. We will discuss the desire of our Lord Jesus Christ for recruiting, training, and mobilizing Christians from every local church. We are called to “give an account of the hope that is within us”; we are all encouraged to sharpen the tools of effective, Spirit-led evangelism.

Clinics will demonstrate integrated prophetic ministry with practical approaches to personal evangelism. It includes learning how to initiate the conversation with someone, present the Gospel to them, and lead them to Christ, if they are ready. Participants will also learn to incorporate dreams and visions in an evangelistic context. Clinics will also explore miracle evangelism and how we can reach the world through signs, wonders and healing miracles.

Participants may be offered the opportunity to be a part of PureSpring’s Crusade Team. Outdoor prophetic evangelism opportunities during summer outreaches will be available. Prophetic Evangelism team members may also travel locally and regionally serving in prophetic crusades in outreach and altar ministry.

PROPHETIC EQUIPPING

Be a prophetic leader by developing yourself and other prophetic leaders. This seminar will train you in strategies to create a culture of prophecy based on the four basic disciplines. Develop a prophetic leadership action plan. Learn to disciple others through a prophetic leadership action plan. Acquire skills to lead prophetic small groups and church-based teams. Certify to facilitate and teach the prophet leadership course.

As a prophetic equipper you are always seeking to be the prophet and to inspire others to be prophetic as well. A prophetic leader imagines a world in which leaders seek, see, speak, and spread the Kingdom of God. They awakened to the revelation of God that calls them to a ministry of reconciling broken people and places as the rulership and government of God is established in all the earth. These leaders adopt the ministry of Jesus as their prophetic mandate and follow after His likeness. They use their kingdom influence to call others into fulfilling the mission of God. If you are excited about using prophetic gifts to equip others, then join the Equipping team as a Prophetic Leadership facilitator or group leader. This seminar intensive will equip you with content for the four disciplines and guide you through a process where you will learn to facilitate Prophetic Leadership trainings.

You can increase your own growth prophetically, as you teach others:

- How to live above the status quo by setting eternal priorities for seeking after God
- How to mature in the gift of discernment, to see beyond the natural into the realm of the spirit.
- To understand and purify personal leadership motivation, thinking, behavior and habits in light of the mandate to prophesy.
- To find courage to be a voice for those who have no voice.
- To create a positive leadership legacy for those who will follow in your footsteps.
- To be challenged to develop a personal next step and long-range plan to integrate prophetic disciplines into all elements of your leadership activity.
REGISTRATION FORM

COURSE LOCATION:
Congregacion Leon de Juda, 68 Northampton St, Boston MA 02118 | January 2010 through June 2010

(Complete & Submit with Payment)

- Online Payments via PayPal: www.purespringinstitute.org
- Mail to: PureSpring Institute, P.O. Box 255035, Boston MA 021215
- Email to: info@purespringinstitute.org
- Fax to: 866-838-0347

Name:

Address:

Phone:

Email:

Church Name & Address:

[ ] Full Practicum: 5-Seminar Intensive $250 (Regular)  [ ] Full Practicum: 5-Seminar Intensive $200 (Alumni Rate)
(Advance Registration by February 12th)

[ ] Prophetic Worship Seminar $60 (Regular)  [ ] Prophetic Worship Seminar $50 (Alumni)
February 26 & 27, 2010

[ ] Prophetic Intercession Seminar $60 (Regular)  [ ] Prophetic Intercession Seminar $50 (Alumni)
March 26 & 27, 2010

[ ] Prophetic Healing Seminar $60 (Regular)  [ ] Prophetic Healing Seminar $50 (Alumni)
April 23 & 24, 2010

[ ] Prophetic Evangelism Seminar $60 (Regular)  [ ] Prophetic Evangelism Seminar $50 (Alumni)
May 28 & 29, 2010

[ ] Prophetic Equipping Seminar $60 (Regular)  [ ] Prophetic Equipping Seminar $50 (Alumni)
June 4 & 5, 2010

For More Information: www.purespringinstitute.org | info@purespringinstitute.org | 617-372-2217